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Scale matters – a lot. If CED is to really be a
viable strategy for hundreds of thousands of
Canadians in vulnerable communities, interven-
tions must be scaled at three levels:

, and
Over the past decade, the Community Economic

Development Technical Assistance Program
(CEDTAP) has learned much about the capabili-
ties of various tools in the“scaling-up toolbox,”
including

and .

enterprise, CED
organization sector.

evaluation, replication and dissemination,
procurement, policy financing

Between 1997 and 2007, CEDTAP worked hard with its funders,

technical assistance providers, and community partners to build a

grant-making portfolio of local initiatives of significant size,

depth, and diversity. And we did.

To do so, we reviewed and assessed more than 1,000 applica-

tions for technical assistance. As of May 2007, CEDTAP had

supported more than 450 community projects in every region of

the country. In the process, we channelled more than $6 million of

grant funds to these initiatives, enabling local groups to lever

another $6 million in additional funds from other sources. (Our

target, in fact, was to support 500 local initiatives; we fell short of

this benchmark, although we came close).

At the same time, we injected $1 million into sector-building

conferences, networking, and research, which helped sector

associations, in turn, attract another $2 million for these activities.

Bottom line:

However, CEDTAP’s achievement of portfolio scale is only

one modest marker among many others along a longer path

toward the more ambitious goal of mainstreaming CED into

Canadian society, financial institutions, and public policy – to

. We are only partway there, and we can’t let up.

The main challenge to scaling up CED interventions in Canada is

not that we don’t know how to do it. It is that we know, and

CEDTAP demonstrated that private organizations –

especially foundations and corporations – could, and would, invest in CED

and social enterprise innovation on a significant scale.

gain

really serious scale

do

CEDTAP’s Own Scaling Efforts

Scaling CED Interventions:
All the Tools, All the Time

All Allthe Tools, the Time
Scaling Up the Impacts of CED Interventions By Ted Jackson

there are five major tools that need to be deployed

by CED leaders and organizations

that are already hard-pressed for funds and overworked.

Still, this is work that can and must be placed at the centre of

the mission of every CED organization. There isn’t really a

choice. Here are some ideas on how these key tools can be used.

CED organizations need to take control of the evaluation issue at

the local and sector levels. Governments, foundations, and

corporations are all, rightly, very focussed on assessing the results

of their grants to CED groups; they will only scale up their

support if there are demonstrable outcomes and if the benefits

outweigh the costs.

Overall, it is citizens and program participants that really are

the most results-oriented stakeholders. CED groups should

enable them to clarify and validate the theories of change of

interventions, define success and key indicators, and participate

in evaluation exercises.

simultaneously,

over extended periods of time

Evaluation

At the sector level, governments and CED leaders should

work together, horizontally, on common evaluation and account-

ability frameworks for public expenditure programs. The

Caledon Institute of Social Policy produced such a framework

(called a“horizontal RMAF”) for the federal Social Economy

Initiative in 2005, and it is worth revisiting.

There are three promising evaluation tools that deserve wide

experimentation and application. One is the often

depicted as a chain of results boxes running from inputs to

activities to outputs to outcomes to impacts. What goes into

these boxes should be defined by CED groups and their constitu-

ents, and not solely by funders. Moreover, it is by examining what

actually happens in the that an interven-

tion’s theory of change is really fully understood.

logic model,

spaces between the boxes

To scale up CED interventions in Canada there
are five major tools that need to be deployed
simultaneously, over extended periods of time
by CED leaders & organizations.
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Another tool involves . A specific method in

this specialized field is the preparation of the Expanded Value

Added Statement (EVAS) for a nonprofit or a co-operative, a

process pioneered by the Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education. EVAS employs fairly conservative assumptions to

quantify the social value that is created by a CED organization’s

volunteers, informal training, and other knowledge production

that is normally not captured in its financial statements.

Case studies using the EVAS method have shown that

nonprofits and coops create social value worth an additional 25-

60% of their financial value-added thus strengthening the case

for public and private investment in CED. CEDTAP is currently

working with PARO, the Learning Enrichment Foundation, and

the Ottawa Community Loan Fund to apply the EVAS method

to these organizations.

A final tool is . Canada’s leading SROI

exponents are Social Capital Partners (SCP) in Toronto and

B.C.’s Enterprising Non-Profits Program. This method calculates

all the social costs philanthropic grants or governmental

support (tax treatment, subsidies, program funding) – associated

with a social enterprise, and then also calculates the social

benefits generated by the social business for its program partici-

pants. Such benefits include employment secured, income taxes

paid, reduction in use of social assistance and other transfers, and

reduction in the use of other publicly-funded programs, from

addictions counselling to correctional services.

SCP’s research indicates that in an enabling policy environ-

ment like that of Quebec, a significant-sized social enterprise can

repay all its social costs within a 3-year period.

CEDTAP learned much about the replication and dissemination

process through its grant-making activities. The program

classified its grant portfolio into 20“knowledge clusters,” from

affordable housing to youth employment. In order to facilitate

social accounting

social return on investment

–

–

Replication & Dissemination

the replication of an innovation that worked in one part of the

country, CEDTAP supported study tours and exchanges between

groups and also engaged leaders of the original innovations to serve

as technical assistance providers to others. This worked very well in

the case of renewable energy co-operatives in Ontario and B.C. It

also worked well in the case of the national roll-out of the Social

Purchasing Portal, which as mobilized support from VanCity and

Human Resources and Social Development Canada (HRSDC) as

well as Bell, CEDTAP, and other funders.

In its early years, CEDTAP facilitated dissemination of ideas

and tools within what was then a very fragmented CED sector, by

hosting national conferences, providing retainers to leading

technical groups, and validating the various methods which

practitioners had developed. This led to cross-pollination and

collaboration across leading groups, partly also because CEDTAP’s

funds created a new market for these joint efforts.

As the program proceeded, CEDTAP also generated more than

70 stories of local initiatives by CED groups nation-wide. A simple

but important measure we took was to translate these stories into

both French and English, helping to bridge that language divide

that separates Québec from English-speaking Canada.

However, while the ingenuity embedded in these stories is

evident, CEDTAP and its partners had little success in getting

them picked up by the media. Instead, headlines on 9/11, Iraq,

Afghanistan and“big politics” squeezed out our portraits of hope

and innovation by local heroes. Telling the CED story through the

mainstream media remains a challenge for the sector.

And yet, others have made important gains that we can build

upon. The McConnell Foundation’s work on accelerating impact is

exemplary, and very instructive. Katharine Pearson has written

about“strategies that grantmakers can adopt to extend the scale of

social innovations. These include creating or working with

intermediary organizations, convening communities of practice,

and collaborating with leaders in the public and private spheres to

support policy and regulatory reform.”
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Les praticien.nes du DÉC et de l’entreprise
sociale savent comment faire accroître
l’envergure de leurs innovations, loin de la
marge et au cœur de la vie canadienne.
Ce qu’ils ne savent pas, c’est que pour
atteindre cet envergure, cinq outils
majeurs doivent être déployés
simultanément et pour de longues
périodes.

Les organisations de DÉC doivent
prendre contrôle de la question des

. Les gouvernements,
fondations et les sociétés ne feront
qu’accroître leur appui s’il y a des résultats
mesurables et si les bénéfices sont

évaluations

supérieurs aux coûts. Les innovateurs
doivent les idées,
les valeurs et les outils au sein du secteur,
pour qu’ils deviennent la base de la
collaboration entre les groupes leaders.
(La Fondation McConnell est une
excellente ressource à ce niveau.)
L’implication des organisations publiques
et privées dans le DÉC et l’entreprise
sociale via
éthiques et viables est aussi essentielle.

Un quatrième outil bien connu est la
. Son importance s’est

accrue avec les changements dans les
responsabilités politiques qui ont cours

reproduire et disséminer

des politiques d’obtention

politique publique

entre les divers niveaux de
gouvernement. Les leaders de DÉC
doivent être prêts à s’impliquer
efficacement aux trois niveaux dans les
années qui viennent.

Finalement, l’accroissement dépend de
nouvelles opportunités de . Ce
qui inclut les investissements par les
fondations, les fonds de pension, le
microcrédit et d’autres formes de
financement social. Des exemples
pertinents sont le programme Enterprising
Non-Profits, le Fonds d’économie sociale
du Québec, et le programme néo-écossais
CED Investment Funds.

financement

Résumé : Tous les outils, Tout le temps
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Drawing on the experience of McConnell grantees, she has also

identified lessons from the foundation’s applied dissemination

grants. Organizations seeking to scale up a social innovation

should:

Technology certainly can help in the dissemination process.

Portals, knowledge networks, searchable databases – these are all,

in a sense,“tools of the tool” of dissemination. Now“Web 2.0”

offers a remarkable new set of interactive tools that blur the

distinction between producer and user – in fact, they have

spawned an entirely new term: This refers to the blogger

who both engages other people’s posts while creating a new post

produser!
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test, adjust, and demonstrate impact.

involve boards of directors and key staff in planning for growth.

keep expectations realistic and allow ample time for program

evolution and change.

plan carefully for expansion.

partner to enhance impact.

consider a separate function dedicated to dissemination.

work carefully with founders and creators.

build relationships with policy-makers and funding sources.

plan to invest more than money.

provide leaders with intellectual and personal support.

use evaluation as a source of learning.

consider staying small but disseminating values.

herself, or the social networker who creates a website on MySpace

or Facebook incorporating his friends’ posts as well as his own.

How Web 2.0 can serve CED advocates is a very interesting

question indeed.

For CED enterprises, one very important scaling tool and one

too often overlooked – is procurement, especially by major public

and private organizations. Increased procurement means growing

revenues that expand and stabilize social enterprises. There is

currently growing interest at all levels of government in

that give preference to

goods and services of socially responsible and environmentally-

oriented companies.

There are two compelling models for engaging the corporate

sector in social procurement. The first, led by Suncor and

Syncrude in northern Alberta, involves resource companies that

intentionally build the capacity of to supply

their oil-sands operations with cost-effective, quality goods and

services. With the assistance of these companies, Aboriginal

enterprises have emerged that operate air service and fishing camps

(for off-duty workers), make safety equipment and clean scaffold-

ing and provide good, stable jobs to Aboriginal citizens. This

socially responsible behaviour benefits the reputations of the

Procurement
–

–

ethical or

sustainable purchasing policies and practices

Aboriginal businesses
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companies and rewards them with significant cost-savings

compared with buying these services from non-local sources.

The second model has been developed primarily in urban

settings. The (SPP) is an on-line tool that

brings corporate and government purchasers together with social

enterprises selling goods and services ranging from janitorial

services to printing to catering. The parties are matched by the

portal; buyers get cost-effective services meet CSR and social

objectives at the same time. The social businesses benefit from

increased sales and employment.

The oldest and largest SPP is in Vancouver. Other SPPs are in

operation in Toronto, Calgary, and five additional centres, with

another six sites proposing new portals. Under the leadership of

David LePage, the Enterprising Non-Profits Program, VanCity

Credit Union, BC Social Venture Partners, and HRSDC are key

players in the national replication of the SPP model. CEDTAP

was an early supporter of the initial SPPs in Vancouver, Toronto,

and Calgary, and continues to provide grants to some of the new

sites.

Social Purchasing Portal

and

CFDC has been provided with multi-year funds for at least one

permanent, full-time staff person, and sometimes more. This

stable staff capacity enables the corporation to mobilize other

resources and to focus on its core business rather than spending

a lot of time, as many CED groups are obliged to do, scrambling

for project funds to supplement an inadequate core budget and

being diverted from their main mission by competing (and

sometimes colliding) project requirements.

The locus of power in public policy is shifting, both down-

wards and upwards. A growing number of policy files are being

transferred from the federal government to the provinces. Chief

among these for the CED sector is labour-market training and

support. Municipal governments are playing more important

roles in such areas as infrastructure and social services. CED

leaders must thus position themselves to engage effectively with

all levels of government in the years ahead.

At the same time it is well-known that global market forces,

international agreements, and the freer flow of people, ideas, and

money all have raised key decision-making factors“above” the

nation-state. Again, CED advocates must be capable of under-

standing and engaging with these global processes. At both the

supra- and sub-national levels of public policy and governance, it

is more necessary than ever for civil society to forge partnerships

with both governments and the private sector.

The final tool for scaling CED interventions is financing. The

CEDTAP experience has informed the recent work of the

Carleton Centre for Community Innovation on strategies for

financing civil society, including program-related investing by

foundations and endowments, targeted pension fund investing,

securitized microcredit portfolios, and other forms of social

finance. The Centre has been represented on the federal

Community Finance Advisory Committee of HRSDC and on

the steering committee of the Social Finance Initiative (SF 21) of

the Tides Canada Foundation, McConnell Foundation, Plan

Canada, and Carleton University.

One innovative financing vehicle for CED and social

enterprise is the in British

Columbia. Initiated in 1997 by the VanCity Community

Foundation, ENP provides matching grants to nonprofits

starting or expanding social enterprises. It mobilizes contribu-

tions from corporations, foundations, and government agencies

and then grants funds to community groups from this common

pool.

Current funding partners include Bell Canada, Coast Capital

Credit Union, United Way of the Lower Mainland, VanCity

Credit Union, VanCity Community Foundation, and Western

Economic Diversification Canada. The program has recently

moved from a focus on nonprofits in the urban centres of B.C.’s

Lower Mainland to a province-wide strategy that includes rural

–

Financing

Enterprising Non-Profits Program
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Policy
One of the most important tools for scaling up CED interven-

tions is . Within this broad area, there are more

specific tools, which include regulations, tax treatment, spending

programs and public education, among others.

A good example of the power of public policy is the

, a spending program

funded by Industry Canada via the federal regional development

agencies. The Pan-Canadian Community Futures Group

comprises 268 CFDCs across Canada’s towns and rural areas.

These nonprofit corporations are governed by volunteer

boards and provide advice and credit to small businesses in non-

metropolitan areas. Not only do they operate“close to the

ground,” they also have built considerable capital assets which

they often manage on a regional basis. Plus, the CFDCs form a

truly national network; the program has attained a critical mass,

giving it a presence in every province of the country.

Part of the reason for the success of this program is that each

public policy

Community

Futures Development Corporation Program

The long-term nature of this mission, & its
fundamental importance, calls for CED
leaders to mobilize multiple generations of
practitioners, policy-makers, & scholars to
engage this effort.
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and northern communities. This work is also supported by the

Centre for Community Enterprise, the Northern Trust, and the

Canadian Rural Partnership. Nationally, ENP has organized

major conferences on social enterprise, promoted the Social

Purchasing Portal model, and is conducting impact research on

social enterprises.

The only meaningful non-research outcome though it was a

very important one of the federal Social Economy Initiative of

2004-2005 was the establishment of the Québec Social Economy

Trust by and its allies. This was

made possible by a federal contribution of nearly $23 million,

along with contributions by the Government of Québec ($10

million), the Québec Solidarity Fund ($12 million), and the CSN

Development Fund ($8 million). Investors in the fund receive

debentures and a seat on the board.

The Trust is a patient-capital fund for nonprofit and co-

operative enterprises with fewer than 200 employees that seek

loans between $50,000 and $1.5 million. Loans are provided for

up to a 15-year period for enterprise operations and real estate

investments. Organizations that administer Québec government

programs (including child care, home support, education, and

housing) are ineligible. The Trust began its financing activities

early in 2007.

A third financing vehicle is the Nova Scotia CED Investment

Funds Program. The Government of Nova Scotia provides a 30%

tax credit to individual residents of the province who buy shares

in a CED Investment Fund which, in turn, invests in local

businesses. More than 30 CEDIFs have been set up across Nova

Scotia; the first and largest fund, with 400 investors, is BCA

Holdings, founded by CED leader Greg MacLeod. Another

CEDIF was established by New Dawn Enterprises, a pioneering

community development corporation. Several funds are struc-

tured as co-operatives. A number of CEDIFs focus on film and

media production. More recently, ten new CEDIFs were set up to

invest in wind energy projects.

There are other financing strategies. In the international

context, notably in Bangladesh, several major commercial banks

and Southern microfinance institutions are collaborating to

securitize microfinance portfolios in order to create a secondary

market and to access larger pools of capital in order to scale up

services in this dynamic sector. In another debt-related strategy,

the Wellcome Trust became the first UK foundation to issue a

triple-A-rated bond.

On the equity side, federal regulations and tax incentives are

driving equity financing by pension funds into urban renewal and

minority business in inner-city New York, California, and other

jurisdictions. And philanthropic bodies like the Heron

Foundation are deploying (below market-rate) program-related

and (market-rate) mission-based investing methods across their

portfolio continuum to advance both financial and social objec-

tives while maintaining the integrity and safety of their assets.

–

–

le Chantier de l’économie sociale

These and other techniques are worthy of detailed study by the

Canadian CED sector, informing forthright, visionary action.

Scaling up CED interventions is not simple; there are many

obstacles. But sector leaders and their allies know more than ever

before about the limits and potential of each of the tools that help

in the scaling process. And new tools and insights are continually

emerging. The fundamental task, and challenge, is for commu-

nity-based and sector-wide organizations to

This calls for an uncommon

level of focus, strategy, partnership and sheer endurance on

the part of CED champions in the nonprofit, public, and private

sectors. This is a lot to ask, but there is no other choice.

The long-term nature of this mission, and its fundamental

importance, calls for CED leaders to mobilize multiple genera-

tions of practitioners, policy-makers, and scholars to engage this

effort. No single generation can succeed in this quest. The only

path forward is to form alliances of mutual respect and

common purpose across the generations.

put all these tools to

work at the same time, for a long time.

– –

Conclusion
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